ANTH 10000  INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY
MW  12:30-1:20  MATH 175  Blanton
A general introduction to anthropology’s holistic approach to human nature and behavior. A basic survey of biocultural development and evolutionary process, and of human uniformity and diversity through time and across space. CRN-11021

ANTH 20100  INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY AND WORLD PREHISTORY
TTH  1:30-2:20  PHYS 203  Lindsay
Introduction to the ideas and practices of archaeology that are used in the study of human prehistory, from the earliest stone tools to the development of agriculture and states. Emphasis is placed on the objectives and methods of contemporary archaeology. CRN-11042

LING 20100  INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS
Refer to Linguistics course information
This course will meet the requirement for B.4 Linguistics Subfield.
Refer to Linguistic website for fall 2015 schedule details.
Basic concepts of linguistics and methods of analysis of language; overview of linguistics and the role of language in society.
Introduction to phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics, and to problem-solving techniques, with material drawn from a variety of languages.

ANTH 20400  INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMAN EVOLUTION
TTH  8:30-9:30  WTHR 172  Velle
This course surveys biological anthropology through a review of evolutionary theory and genetics, the fossil evidence for current theories in human evolution with insight from modern non-human primates, and the influence of environmental stressors on modern human biological variation. CRN-11043

ANTH 20500  HUMAN CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Using concepts and models of cultural anthropology, this course will survey the principal cultural types of the world and their distribution, and will undertake a detailed analysis of society’s representative of each type.
CRN 48884  MW  1:30-2:20  SMTH 108  Khabeer
CRN 54468  Distance Learning  Plis
CRN 59240  Distance Learning  TBA
CRN 57729  MW (PM)  6:00-7:15  STON 217  TBA
*ANTH 20500H  HUMAN CULTURAL DIVERSITY - HONORS
CRN 36879  TTH  10:30-11:45  STON 217  Johnson

ANTH 21000  TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE
TTH  9:00-10:15  FRNY G124  Lindsay
This course explores the social dimensions of technology from the perspective of ancient, modern, and post-modern society. Topics include the origins of particular technologies; processes of technical development and dissemination; the politics of everyday artifacts; virtual identities; and technologies of the body. CRN -11925

ANTH 21200  CULTURE, FOOD AND HEALTH
TTH  10:30-11:45  BRNG B268  Rowe
TTH  3:00-4:15  KRAH  Rowe
This course is designed to provide an introduction to the field of Medical Anthropology in which we will examine issues related to health and illness from various perspectives outside of the Western biomedical perspective. CRN-10993 am, 16588 pm

ANTH 23000  GENDER ACROSS CULTURES
MWF  2:30-3:20  SMTH 118  Plis
Explores gender and sexuality from a cross-cultural perspective. Draws on case studies to explore the complexities of women’s and men’s lives. Examines gender hierarchies, gender in a globalized world, and the cultural construction of sexuality and gender. CRN-36893

ANTH 23500  THE GREAT APES
Online  Wren
This course serves as an introduction to the Great Apes and primate fieldwork. Students will learn about the study and behavior of our closest relatives using classic and contemporary readings. We will explore the role of subjectivity and gender in science as we examine the writings and work of primatologists. We will discuss the ethics of habituating wild animals for research and tourism. In the last part of the class we will focus on the current conservation problems apes face and the ways in which their future is linked to our own. CRN-13556

ANTH 31300  ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA
MWF  9:30-10:20  STON 217  Otárola-Costillo
Archaeological overview of North America emphasizing Indigenous cultures prior to the arrival of Europeans, but including Contact and Post-Contact communities of the Historic Period. Topics will include the peopling of the Americas, culture and environment, social complexity, and Cultural Resource Management. CRN 13558

ANTH 32700  ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE
TTH  3:00-4:15  STON 215  Johnson
This course provides a general overview to the field of environmental anthropology, and surveys key methods, and theories that anthropologists use to interpret human-environment interactions. Topics include culture ecology, agro ecology, ethno biology, political ecology, and environmental justice. CRN-13559

ANTH 33000  HUMAN DIET: ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION
TTH  9:00-10:15  STON 217  Johnson
This course will survey humans evolving relationship with food over the last few million years: from our Plio-pleistocene origins (foraging) through the origins of agriculture to modern industrial for production. No prerequisites. CRN 68351

ANTH 34000  GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH
TTH  12:00-1:15  STON 215  Briller
This course examines health issues and risks faced by individuals around the world, but especially in resource poor geographical areas. We will explore in-depth the gendered, ethnic, cultural, and class dimensions that underlie the patterning of disease and illness worldwide. CRN 15068

ANTH 34100  CULTURE AND PERSONALITY
MWF  12:30-1:20  LYNN G167  Plis
A cross-cultural survey stressing different basic personality types and the processes by which adult personality is acquired. Case studies of selected non-Western cultures will be used to provide comparative perspective. CRN-61635
ANTH 37300  ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION  
MWF  11:30-12:20  STON 217  Gruenbaum  
Anthropological theories of the origin, development, and functions of religion, ritual, and myth. Data drawn from western and non-western societies, with special emphasis on the relationship of religion to social structure, cultural patterns, and social change. CRN 15321

ANTH 37900  NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURES  
TTH  12:00-1:15  WTHR 172  Cooper  
General survey of North American Indian cultures. Topics to be covered include prehistory; languages; economic, social, and political organization; religion, aesthetics; culture contact and change; and contemporary Native American issues. CRN-50866

ANTH 39200  RACE, RELIGION, AND POP CULTURE IN AMERICA  
MWF  11:30-12:20  BRNG B242  Abdul-Khabeer  
Using the roles of the "emcee" and the "jihadi" in US popular culture as a backdrop this course introduces students to important theories of popular culture, how to interpret several "mainstream" genres (music, film, and television) of popular culture and to look critically at the relationship between race, power, and popular culture. (CRN-63078) cross listed AAS37300R, AMST 30100R

ANTH 42500  ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY  
MWF  11:30-12:20  REC 315  Otárola-Costillo  
Introduction to the theory and methods of contemporary American archaeology. Basic field and laboratory methods are placed in the context of theoretical viewpoints and problems. Major theoretical issues in the field are explored, showing the integration of American archaeology with anthropology. CRN 13563

ANTH 50700  THEORY IN SOCI CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
TTH  9:00-10:15  LILY G458/30  Blanton  
A broad overview of ideas that influenced the growth of U. S. and European anthropological traditions, from Classical and Enlightenment philosophy to the 19th century evolutionists, especially Marx, Spencer, Morgan, and Darwin. Anthropological theory and research epistemology of the 20th century to the present are discussed from this historical perspective. CRN-51276

*ANTH 534  HUMAN OSTEOLOGY  
MWF  10:30-11:20  STON 154  Buzon  
Anatomy of the human skeleton and dentition. Detailed study of skeletal elements and teeth, morphology, function, disease, and pathology. Identification of human remains with regard to age at death, gender, growth, and development in biocultural context. CRN-61631

ANTH 53500  FOUNDATIONS OF BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
TTH  12:00-1:15  STON 154  Veile  
This course covers such topics important in Biological anthropology as applied to both living and extinct humans and primates. Possible topics include: evolutionary thought; genetics, race, and human variation; the intersection of biology and culture; fossils and paleoanthropology; ecology and speciation; primate behavior; and theories on the social behavior of early humans. CRN-11071

ANTH 53600  PRIMATE ECOLOGY  
TTH  10:30-11:45  STON 154  Remis  
An examination of the complex interrelationships between populations of nonhuman primates and their habitats. Course topics focus on behavioral ecology and conservation including, predator-prey relationships, diet, and interspecific relations. CRN13604

ANTH 58900  ARCHAEOLOGY AND MATERIALS SCIENCE  
TTH  9:00-11:00  ARMS 1103  Cooper  
This course provides instruction in the methods and theories used by archaeologists and materials scientists to study ancient and historic technology. The course focuses on the analysis and interpretation of archaeological artifacts and provides opportunities for hands-on learning. CRN-514925(lecture), CRN-14294(Lab) - must register for both lecture & lab

ANTH 59200  APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY  
Tues.  4:30-7:20  STON 154  Briller  
The use of social science for the design and implementation of change in other-cultural environments, focusing on applied anthropology, the international development industry, and project development. CRN 13566

ANTH 59200  GIS-FOR HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH  
Thurs.  3:00-4:15  Hicks G959  Kong  
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is the technology and research method that incorporates geographic features and attribute information from a wide variety of fields to generate maps, manage and analyze data, and model real-world problems. The course format will include lecture and in-class practical assignments. CRN-

ANTH 60500  SEMINAR IN ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS  
Mon.  4:30-7:20  UNIV 203  Kelly  
A selection of ethnographic monographs will be read, reported on, and discussed by seminar participants under the direction of the anthropology staff. The monographs will be discussed in terms of field methods employed, particular theoretical strengths and weaknesses, and their value to current anthropological method and theory. CRN-56239

ANTH 61100  ARCHAEOLOGY OF IDENTITY  
Wed.  1:30-4:20  STON 154  Buzon  
This course will examine the ways in which archaeologists investigate identity of past peoples using various types of archaeological and biological data. CRN 11919

*Please note that courses with the * beside the course number may have extra space available to anthropology majors if the class is full. Please contact Sue Graham in CLA advising for assistance. sgraham@purdue.edu

PLEASE CHECK BACK PERIODICALLY FOR POSSIBLE CHANGES.